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ABSTRACT
Due to the manoeuvre complexity, models describing the platoon for-
mation process on urban roads are lacking in the literature. Inspired by
flocking behaviours in nature, we proposed a two-dimensional model to
describe connected automated vehicle (CAV) groupdynamics based on the
potential theory, which is composed of the elastic potential energy for the
inter-vehicle spring-mass system and the cross-section artificial potential
field. The inter-vehicle elastic potential energy enables CAVs to attract each
other at long distances, and repel each other otherwise. It also generates
incentives for lane changes. The cross-section artificial potential field is able
tomimic the lane-keepingbehaviour andcreates resistance to avoidunnec-
essary lane changes at very low incentives. These modelling principles can
also be applied to human-driven vehicles in a mixed traffic environment.
The behavioural plausibility of the model is demonstrated analytically and
further verified in a simulation of typical driving scenarios.
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1. Introduction

Connected and automated vehicles (CAVs) have the potential to affect the traffic flow characteris-
tics and traffic management and control (Pei et al. 2019). Unlike individual automated vehicles which
rely solely on on-board sensors, CAVs have advantages in both situation awareness and cooperative
manoeuvring (Wang et al. 2014). As one of the earliest CAV applications, platooning has attracted a
lot of attention due to the underlying benefits of improving roadway capacity and energy economy.
Earlier studies in Intelligent Vehicle Highway System (IVHS) demonstrated that highway capacity can
be improved by applying platooning (Tan, Rajamani, and Zhang 1998).

The architecture of IVHS is composed of the network layer, link (traffic control) layer, the
platoon planning/management layer, the platoon/vehicle control layer, and the physical layer (Baskar
et al. 2011). The platoon management layer deals with manoeuvre strategies of platoon formation,
merge, split, dissolution, in addition to platoonmember selection (Jia et al. 2015; Shladover et al. 2016;
Zhan et al. 2021). On the contrary, the platoon control layer focuses on motion control, which trans-
fers management strategies to executable trajectories. Existing studies focused on platoon control
layer, resulting in significant contributions on string-stable platooning controller design (Shladover
et al. 2016; Jia, Ngoduy, and Vu 2019; Sau, Monteil, and Bouroche 2019), with advances in dealing with
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delays (Zhang et al. 2020; Jin andOrosz 2016), uncertainties (Chen et al. 2018), and the heterogeneous
platoon (Wang et al. 2014). For extensive review of the control architectures, the control methods and
string stability analysis of the platoon control layer, we refer to Wang, Wu, and Barth (2018).

Modelling and control design at the platoonmanagement layer receives much less attention com-
pared with the platoon control layer. Active route planning strategies for platoon formation focused
on optimizing routing and departure time to increase the chance of CAVs meeting each other along
their routes (Turri, Besselink, and Johansson 2016; Van de Hoef 2016). But the operational processes to
form the platoon are not considered. Althoughplatoon operations can be interrupted by intersections
on urban roads, forming platoons can still be favourable since it not only improves the throughput of
the road network but also reduces the complexity of the traffic control layer, i.e. the platoon of sev-
eral vehicles can be treated as one control unit. There are a number of studies optimizing platoon
trajectories at signalized intersections assuming that vehicles already form platoons when entering
the network (Han, Ma, and Zhang 2020; Chen et al. 2015). The research summarized in Rios-Torres and
Malikopoulos (2016) excludes the platoon formation under the urban environment.

Limited studies consider the active platoon management strategies at signalized intersections.
Existing research efforts on platoon formation are rule-based, according to the signal timing (Faraj,
Sancar, and Fidan 2017) or the communication range (Jin et al. 2013). Tallapragada and Cortés (2017)
uses K-mean clustering to form platoons in order to ensure the size of formed platoons is similar to
the requirement of the intersection traffic controller. The decentralized control is proved to be eco-
nomical (Otto and Bustamante 2009). The decentralized control reported by Hallé, Laumonier, and
Chaib-Draa (2004) focuses on the process of merging and splitting, but did not consider traffic signal
control. Moreover, the mixed traffic environment is ignored. Yao, Shet, and Friedrich (2020) proposes
a decentralized platoon strategy based on the maximal platoon size on urban roads under the mixed
traffic environment. However, the lateral lane change behaviour is not considered.

Swarm intelligence is an important decentralized control method that has been widely used in
unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) related research. Swarm intelligence control is a control method
that allows the overall group to reach the desired target by setting local interaction rules for each
agent according to several principles. Swarm intelligence can be used for both platoon formation
and tracking (Ren and Cao 2010). With respect to formation, the matrix-based approach and the
Lyapunov-based approach are included (Cao et al. 2012). As for formation tracking, the behaviour-
based approach and the potential field approach have been used (Das, Subudhi, and Pati 2016).
Swarm intelligence models originate from the basic flock principles proposed by Reynolds (1987)
in 1987. Existing flock-like models for UAVs mainly focus on selecting the platoon leader and build-
ing communication network (Cooper et al. 2016), while neglecting the potential system and detailed
motions. Artificial potential fields were applied in recent studies to control motions of multi-vehicles
(Yi et al. 2020),especially under the mixed traffic (Kanagaraj and Treiber 2018). Li et al. (2017) applied
the spring-mass system theory to establish the car-followingmodel basedon the elastic potential field,
and Li et al. (2019) considered time delay and stability analysis in the spring-mass-damper-clutch sys-
tem. Bang and Ahn (2017) used swarm intelligence as the control strategy and spring-mass-damper
system theory as agent interaction rules. But these are limited to longitudinal vehicle motion. Since
the dynamic characteristics of on-road vehicles are different from the UAVs or other common research
objects of swarm intelligent, existing potential system of swarm intelligence cannot be used directly
to two-dimensional cooperative vehicle group dynamics.

To summarize, although numerous efforts on platooning have been made, there are still some
scientific gaps on platoon management and control at urban networks. Platoon formation is usually
considered as a centralized macroscopic level problem (Luo, Larson, and Munson 2018), which plans
vehicle routes and schedules to form platoons but ignores the detailed formation processes. Exist-
ing microscopic approaches do not fully utilize the flock-like model, so vehicles are operated in one
dimension with a myopic horizon. As a result, limited studies consider the vehicle sequence adjust-
ment (Tallapragada andCortés 2017), especially in theurban environment. Owing todifferent turnings
and routing choices of CAVs, the orders of CAVs are critical in the traffic control (i.e. adaption of signals
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based on the class-specific traffic demand levels can achieve better traffic control performance). Addi-
tionally, most platoon formationmethods can onlywork in a fully CAV environment, and the influence
of human-driven vehicles (HVs) is ignored in many studies.

This paper proposed a flock-like vehicular behaviour model with flexible formation in two dimen-
sions. This model integrates the tactical manoeuvre with the operational motion dynamics using
the combined potential-based formation. Existing potential functions are usually used for mod-
elling longitudinal interactions between consecutive vehicles, such as the spring-mass system (Li
et al. 2019). These functions fail to unify the potential force among multiple vehicles and in the
cross-section of the road. To fill this scientific gap, this paper introduces the cross-section potential
force, in addition to the potential force among vehicles. The proposed model can incorporate two
dimensions of longitudinal and lateral motions directly. Furthermore, lane allocation is also consid-
ered in the potential function. Vehicles can form platoons according to the requirements from the
traffic control layer or based on vehicle classes using the attraction strength in the potential fields.
The lane changing and the car following behaviours are considered, and the endogenous flocking
principles of attraction (or flock centring), alignment (or velocity matching), and collision avoidance
are captured in this model. Furthermore, this model can represent both CAVs and human-driven
vehicles.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the problem and presents
the platoon management model. The design of potential field is located in this section. Section 3
analyses the model mathematical properties. Section 4 uses some numerical studies to evaluate the
performance of the proposed flock-like model and explore the reasonable ranges of parameters.
Finally, conclusions and recommendations are provided in Section 5.

2. Model formulation

2.1. Problem description

The purpose of the proposed model is to describe the operation process of the formation of CAV pla-
toons under themixed traffic environment. Figure 1 illustrates the context of this study, which is a full
intersectionwith a CAV exclusive lane, a left-turn lane and a through/right-turn lane in each approach.
The intersection is divided into three zones, i.e. the staging zone, the adjusting zone and the central-
ized control zone. The centralized traffic controller collects CAV information in the staging zone and
provides CAVs with the desired platoon formation information such as the platoon size and the CAV
sequence. CAVs in the adjusting zonewill change their positions and velocities to track the commands
of desired formation fromthe traffic control layer. After platoons enter the centralized control zone, the
centralized traffic controllerwill give the control instructions to theCAVs directly. The control structure
is shown as Figure 2.

The focus of this paper is theplatoonmanagement layer in the adjusting zone. Theproposedmodel
describes the dynamic motions of both longitudinal and lateral dimensions to form the desired pla-
toon formation in the adjusting zone, which is located at the platoonmanagement layer. Shown as an
example in Figure 1, four CAVs (i.e. ω1, ω2, ω3 and ω4) are in the staging zone. The centralized traffic
controller requiresω2,ω3 andω4 to form a platoon on the CAV exclusive lane, and consequently these
CAVs adjust the longitudinal and lateral motions in the adjusting zone for this common purpose.

2.2. Modelling principles based on flocking

The basic flocking model is proposed in Reynolds (1987). The model is composed of three principles:
collision avoidance, velocity matching, and flock centring. Collision avoidance guarantees collision-
free with other flockmates, and flock centring ensures that each flock member keeps close to the
neighbouring flockmates and approaches to the perceived centre. Velocity matching aims to keep
the same velocity of the neighbouring flockmates.
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Figure 1. Intersection description.

Figure 2. Intersection control structure.

Analogously, collision avoidance is oneof thenecessary requirements for CAVs. The velocitymatch-
ing and flock centringbehaviours are similar to theplatoon stability in longitudinal direction asCAVs in
the same group/formation aim to keep the same velocity and space headway. Therefore, the flock-like
model is suitable to describe the platoon operations. In the remainder of this section, we will intro-
duce the vehicle dynamics and constraints, aswell as themathematical specifications of these flocking
principles.

2.3. Vehicle dynamics and constraints

The two-dimensional vehicle motion follows the basic kinematics law at a point mass. Let vector xj
denote the system state of vehicle j, which consists of the longitudinal and lateral positions (xj and yj),
as well as the longitudinal and lateral velocities (vx,j and vy,j).

xj = (xj , vx,j , yj , vy,j)T, (1)

where x is the longitudinal position in the driving direction along the road, and y is the lateral position
on the direction perpendicular to the road. The state dynamics follows the second-order kinematic
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equation as: ⎛
⎜⎜⎝

ẋj
v̇x,j
ẏj
v̇y,j

⎞
⎟⎟⎠ =

⎛
⎜⎜⎝
vx,j
ax,j
vy,j
ay,j

⎞
⎟⎟⎠ , (2)

where the longitudinal and lateral accelerations (ax,j and ay,j) aremodel inputs. vx , ax and vy , ay are the
velocity and acceleration on the longitudinal direction and the lateral direction, respectively.

In the two-dimensional vehicle kinematic model, acceleration and velocity are constrained to
respect the realistic vehicle dynamics, including:

amin
x ≤ ax,j ≤ amax

x , (3a)

amin
y ≤ ay,j ≤ amax

y , (3b)

vmin
x ≤ vx,j ≤ vmax

x , (3c)

vmin
y ≤ vy,j ≤ vmax

y . (3d)

The velocity and acceleration limits are usually bounded within constant values. amin
x , amin

y and
amax
x , amax

y are minimum and maximum longitudinal or lateral accelerations, respectively. Similarly,
vmin
x , vmin

y and vmax
x , vmax

y are minimum and maximum longitudinal or lateral velocities, respectively.
These parameters are determined by vehicle dynamics and road condition.

2.4. Vehicle formationmodel specification

It is assumed that CAVs perceive the states of other CAVs and HVs accurately in the perception range
of their sensors and V2X devices, and the vehicle actuation systems in the lower level can precisely
execute the control commands from the on-board controller. The ‘mass’ of vehicles in this study is
set to the unit mass, which means the unit of force is m/s2, i.e. the value of the lateral/longitudinal
acceleration is equal to the value of the lateral/longitudinal force. Forces imposed on vehicles stem
from interactions with surrounding vehicles and the deviation from the lane centre. These forces are
considered as Potential Based Force (indicated by F).

Themotionof a vehiclewill be influencedbypbx,ij,p
b
y,ij ,p

c
j ,p

d
j , andp

f
j .p

b
x,ij andp

b
y,ij are the longitudinal

and lateral inter-vehicle forces imposed on vehicle j caused by vehicle i. The cross-section force, pcj ,

constrains the vehicle j in the lateral dimension. Each CAV calculates pbx,ij and pby,ij for all surrounding
human-driven vehicles in the perception range of on-board sensors and other CAVs with the same
platoon number within the communication range. CAVs with the same platoon number implies that
the central traffic controller asks them to form a platoon, while the vehicle class can be used in the
absence of a central traffic controller. Vehicles with the same vehicle class number may imply they
have the same destination, target velocity or other features. HVs are assumed to estimate pbx,ij and pby,ij
considering all vehicles in the perception range of the driver. pbx,ij and pcj will be introduced in detail in
Sections 2.4.1 and 2.4.2.

The force acted on a vehicle can be decomposed into two perpendicular vectors, Fx and Fy ,
corresponding to the model inputs ax and ay in order to update the motion of the subject vehicle.

LetN and N denote the set of vehicles in the perception range of vehicle j, and the total number
of vehicles inN . In the longitudinal direction, pdj (vx,j) and pbx,ij(xi, vx,i, xj , vx,j) act on vehicle j, thus the
longitudinal force of vehicle j is

Fxj =
N∑
i=1

pbx,ij(xi, vx,i, xj , vx,j) + pdj (vx,j). (4)
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In the lateral dimension, the lateral force includes pby,ij(yi, yj), p
c
j , and pfj and thereby is calculated by

Fyj =
N∑
i=1

pby,ij(yi, yj) + pcj + pfj . (5)

The accelerationsofayj anda
x
j canbe calculatedby force as Equations (6) and (7),wherem is themass of

control unit. To simplify calculation, themass is assumed as the unitmass. It is noted that the longitudi-
nal and lateral forces are used to update the vehicle motions under the system dynamics Equation (2)
and the motion constraints Equation (3a).

ayj =
Fyj
m
, (6)

axj =
Fxj
m
. (7)

Force pdj is designed to operate the subject vehicle j in the desired velocity. If the value of pdj is set as
themaximal acceleration, the vehicle j can accelerate to reach the desired velocity with themaximum
acceleration providing no vehicles in front. The pdj is set as Equation (8):

pdj (vx,j) = max
{
Fmax

(
vmax
x − vx,j
vmax
x

)
, 0
}
. (8)

In addition, a constant frictionpfj is also considered to avoid the local oscillationof vehicles in the lateral
dimension, which is perpendicular to the driving direction.

2.4.1. Inter-vehicle force
Inter-vehicle force guarantees that vehicles in a group attract each other butmaintain at least the safe
gap. The longitudinal inter-vehicle force is an elastic force. Its function is specified as follows:

pbx,ij(xi, vx,i, xj , vx,j) = cij

(
ln(xij) − (xe + tcvx,j − th�vx,ij) ln(xe + tcvx,j − th�vx,ij)

xij

)
, (9)

where xe is the initial equilibrium distance in the longitudinal dimension. xij = xi − xj is the longitu-
dinal distance between vehicle i and vehicle j. �vx,ij = vx,i − vx,j is the relative longitudinal velocity.
cij is the attraction strength between the vehicle pair. For vehicles in the same group, the attraction
strength between each vehicle pair are larger than the counterparts from different groups, leading
to larger attractive forces to form a platoon. tc is the constant time headway. th can be interpreted
as desired time to collision. pbx,ij in the longitudinal direction is calculated by the aforementioned
parameters and variables.

The longitudinal inter-vehicle force function is shown in Figure 3, where th, cij , and xe are set to 0.6 s,
1, and 3m, respectively. Figure 4 shows how pbx,ij changes with the velocity gap and the relative longi-

tudinal distance, where th, cij , xe are set as 0.6 s, 1, and 10m, respectively. pbx,ij is lower than 0 (i.e. the
repulsive force) if the distance between vehicles is smaller than xe − th�vx,ij, while the magnitude of
pbx,ij increases sharplywith the decreases in distance between vehicles. This specificationmeets the col-
lision avoidance principle from the safety perspective. When the velocity of the front vehicle is smaller
than the velocity of the following vehicle, i.e. �vx,ij < 0 and xe − th�vij > xe, the following vehicle is
supposed to maintain a larger safety distance under this situation. In contrast, if the distance is larger
than xe − th�vx,ij, pbx,ij (>0) increases slowly with the increases in distance and finally keeps the same
velocity as the velocity of the front vehicle. As a result, vehicles tend to accelerate to reach the velocity
of the front vehicle and maintain the gap of xe, which satisfies the velocitymatching and flock centring
principles as well as the platooning requirements. Considering the domain of the potential function.
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Figure 3. Inter-vehicle potential function.

Figure 4. Longitudinal Inter-vehicle potential function force.

xe − th�vx,j(t) should be larger than 0. If it is not met, that means the velocity of the front vehicle is
much larger than the following vehicle. The accelerationwill be set as the largest allowed longitudinal
acceleration.

As to estimating the lateral inter-vehicle force pbx,ij(yi, yj), xe − th�vx,ij in (9) is replaced by (ye)ij ,
which is the constant lateral equilibrium distance. (ye)ij is set as the lane width if vehicle i and vehicle
j are in different platoons or the longitudinal distance between them is smaller than 5m. Otherwise,
(ye)ij = 0. The lateral inter-vehicle force function is specified as follows:

pby,ij(yi, yj) = cij

(
ln(yij) − (ye)ij ln(ye)ij

yij

)
. (10)

To be noted, if the distances between vehicles equal to xe and (ye)ij, respectively, and the vehicle pair
has the same velocities vx,i = vx,j (i.e. at equilibrium states), the inter-vehicle forces pbx,ij and pby,ij equal
to 0.

2.4.2. Cross-section artificial potential function
The cross-section artificial potential function is designed for the lane keeping and the lane changing
behaviours. As for the lane-keeping behaviour, vehicles should stay within the lane and bemotivated
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Figure 5. Cross-section artificial potential function at normal section.

to track the centre of its target lane. As a result, the cross-section artificial potential field is designed as
a valley. The minimum and maximum values are set at the lane centre of the desired lane and at the
boundaries of the road segment, respectively. The purpose of themaximumvalueH is to keep vehicles
on the road.

As for the lane changing behaviour, vehicles should be stimulated to change lane by the inter-
vehicle force pby,ij . Vehicles are required to change lanes only when there is a vehicle in the same group
but on another lane, i.e. exerting a large force to change lane. As a result, a small positive value h is
set as the local maximum value at the lane boundaries instead of the global maximum value. Setting
h can also prevent unnecessary lane changing behaviours.

According to the above design, the cross-section function is designed as Equation (11). The
potential function is shown in Figure 5.

f (y) = h

2
(1 − 2mod(nl, 2)) cos

(
2yπ
w

)
+ h

2
+ (H − h)(eλ(y−W/2) + eλ(−y−W/2)), (11)

whereW = nl ∗ w is the roadwidth,nl thenumberof lanes,w the lanewidth,λ the adjustedparameter.
The cross-section force is calculated according to the cross-section potential function:

pcj = ∂f (yj)

∂yj
. (12)

For road sections with lane allocations, the cross-section function is designed as follows. To define the
cross-section artificial potential function(s), feature points and their heights are set. The cross-section
artificial potential function and the feature points are demonstrated in Figure 6, taking the three-lane
case as an example. The subfigures (a) to (c) represent the illustration of the potential field for lane
allocation when the vehicle needs to change to the middle lane to pass the intersection, the artificial
potential function when the vehicle enters the control zone, the artificial potential function when the
vehicle is on the lane without the need of changing lanes, and the artificial potential function when
the vehicle reaches the stop-line, respectively.

As shown in Figure 6(a), the feature points are characterized as two outer boundary points (marked
yellow), two-lane boundary points (marked blue), and three-lane centre points (marked green). In
Figure 6(c) to (b), the feature point height of the outer boundaries is always H (= 500), pushing the
vehicle to stay in theboundaryof three lanes, and theheight of the lane centre at 0mequals to 0 to trap
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Figure 6. Cross-section artificial potential function at road section evolving lane allocations.

the vehicle in the middle lane. Other feature point heights vary gradually in Figure 6(c) to (b) to guide
the vehicle to the target lane (as shown in Figure 6(a)). In otherwords, the cross-section artificial poten-
tial functionwill linearly change from Figure 6(c) to (b) from themomentwhen the vehicle reaches the
control zone to the moment when the vehicle exits the intersection. During this process, the artificial
potential field can be obtained by fitting the feature points with the Polynomial fit approach.

However, the cross-section artificial potential functions also have trouble when the vehicle is not
at the lane centre and there are no other adjacent vehicles in the perception zone. In this situation,
the lateral behaviour of the vehicle is controlled only by pcj , so the vehicle will oscillate in the valley if

it deviates from the lane centre in the initial condition. To avoid this problem, a constant friction pfj is
introduced, the direction of which is always opposite to the direction of the motion.

2.4.3. Additional rules for formation dynamics
Some additional rules are imposed to deal with the special situations. First, pbx,ij and pby,ij between a

CAV and other CAVs within the same platoon number or class should be different from pbx,ij and pby,ij
between a CAV and other vehicles. For instance, if two CAVs drive in parallel on different lanes of a
road segment, they should change lane and form a platoon if they have the same platoon number
or class, otherwise they should keep their current lanes. Additionally, the sequence of each CAV may
be set by the centre controller. CAVs with the smaller sequence need to take over the CAVs with the
larger sequence. For a specific CAV, if another CAV is behind it and the lateral distance between them
is smaller than the half-width of the CAV exclusive lane, it is defined as a following CAV of the specific
CAV. If a CAV detects that one of its following CAV has a smaller sequence, a give-way behaviour is
activated. The give-way behaviour is realized by two forces, i.e. a lateral force to push the ego vehicle
to the right adjacent lane, and a longitudinal force to pull the ego vehicle to slow down. Finally, if a
CAV is selected as a CAV platoon member and it follows another CAV with the same platoon or the
same class in the desired sequence on the target lane, it will degrade to the car-following mode by
implementing only pbx,ij with the front vehicle.

When the front vehicle drives with the maximum velocity and its gap with the following vehicle is
larger than the equilibrium distance, the maximum velocity of the following vehicle is set to vmax

x +
vcatchx until thegapbetween themmeets theequilibriumdistance,where vcatchx is a small positive value.
This captures the approaching behaviour in the free traffic flow.
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Figure 7. Work flow of the cooperative vehicle formation model.

In summary, the actions of vehicles are determined by the flow chart shown in Figure 7. The addi-
tional rules are also demonstrated in the flowchart. In the beginning, the first condition of whether the
CAV uses the CAV-only lane is determined. If not (N1), the CAV is influenced by the inter-vehicle force
and the cross-section force. If so (Y1), the second decision of whether the CAV is on the CAV-only lane
is made. As to the second decision, an additional lateral force to change to the CAV-only lane is active
if the condition is not satisfied (N2), and otherwise (Y2), the third decision of whether the CAV follows
the vehicle as the controller asks is made. The operation of the third decision requires the calculation
of either the inter-vehicle force with the front vehicle (Y3) or the force with surrounding vehicles (N3).
The last decision ofwhether the follower possesses a smaller sequence ismade after the third decision,
and the path to Y4 activates the lateral additional rules of the lateral position and the sequence of its
followers.

3. Mathematical model properties

This section provides a mathematical analysis of the proposed flock-like model. The rationality of the
car-following behaviour is discussed in subsection 3.1. And then Section 3.2 proves the safety of the
proposed flock-like model.

3.1. Car-followingmodel analysis

This section aims to discuss the rationality of the car-following behaviour of the proposed model. In
Wilson andWard (2011), the plausible behaviour for general car-followingmodels in the form of ax,j =
f (�xj ,�vx,j, vx,j) should have three properties as follows:

∂ax,j
∂�xj

> 0, (13)
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Figure 8. Fundamental diagram of the cooperative vehicle formation model. (L= 4m, vf = 20m/s.)

∂ax,j
∂�vx,j

> 0, (14)

∂ax,j
∂vx,j

< 0, (15)

where �xj and �vx,j are calculated as in Equations (16) and (17).

�xj = xj−1 − xj , (16)

�vx,j = vx,j−1 − vx,j. (17)

The longitudinal acceleration of vehicle j during platooning is determined by pbx,j(j−1) and p
d
j , as shown

in Equation (18). The rational properties are proved from Equations (19) to (21).

ax,j(t) = c(j−1)j

m

×
(
ln (�xj(t)) − (xe + tcvx,j(t) − th�vx,j(t)) ln(xe + tcvx,j(t) − th�vx,j(t))

�xj(t)

)

+ pdj (vx,j), (18)

∂ax,j(t)

∂vx,j(t)
= −c(j−1)j(tc + th)

m�xj(t)
(ln(xe + tcvx,j(t) − th�vx,j(t)) + 1) − Fmax

vmax
x

< 0, (19)

∂ax,j(t)

∂�vx,j(t)
= c(j−1)jth

m�xj(t)
(ln(xe + tcvx,j(t) − th�vx,j(t)) + 1) > 0, (20)

∂ax,j(t)

∂�xj(t)
= c(j−1)j

m�xj(t)

×
(
1 + (xe + tcvx,j(t) − th�vx,j(t))ln(xe + tcvx,j(t) − th�vx,j(t))

�xj(t)

)
> 0. (21)

3.2. Emergency stopping scenario analysis

This subsection investigates the safety behaviour of the model when platoon leader suddenly decel-
erates from the desired velocity to a full stop, which is one of the most common test scenarios for
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Figure 9. Illustration of test scenarios.

longitudinal safety. The emergency stropping process is analysed using discretization. The longitudi-
nal distance can be calculated as follows.

xj(t) is a basic parameter in safety analysis, obtained by Equation (22). Equation (23) evolves from
Equation (22). The special gap is a critical parameter for safety analysis, calculated using xj−1(t) − xj(t),
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as shown in Equation (24).

xj(t) = xj(0) + �t
t−1∑
m=1

vx,j(m) + �tvx,j(0)

2
+ �tvx,j(t)

2
, (22)

xj(t) = xj(0) + �t

(
tvx,j(0) +

t−1∑
m=0

(
t − 1

2
− m

)
ax,j(m)

)
, (23)

�xj(t)

�t
= xe

�t
+

t−1∑
m=0

(
t − 1

2
− m

)
(ax,j−1(m) − ax,j(m)). (24)

By introducing �xj(t − 1) to Equation (24), the relationship between �xj(t) and �xj(t − 1) is shown
as in Equation (25).

�xj(t + 1) − �xj(t)

�t
= �t

t−1∑
m=0

(ax,j−1(m) − ax,j(m)) + �t

2
(ax,j−1(t) − ax,j(t)). (25)

Since vx,j−1(0) = vx,j(0), the first part of the left side,�t
∑t−1

m=0(ax,j−1(m) − ax,j(m)), is the velocity gap
at time t−1. Equation (25) can be transformed into Equation (26).

�xj(t + 1) − �xj(t) = �vx,j(t − 1)�t + �t2

2
(ax,j−1(t) − ax,j(t)). (26)

The relationship between the space headway when the vehicle has a full stop and the space headway
at the initial state is shown in Equation (27), which is the summation of Equation (26) from t = 0 to
t = tendj . tendj indicates the time when vehicle j has a full stop.

xe − �xj(t
end
j ) =

tendj∑
m=1

�vx,j(m)�t. (27)

With respect to the car-following behaviour, it is dangerous if a vehicle has to slow down with the
largest allowable deceleration to avoid collision. Under this situation, the space headway when the
vehicle has to fully stop can be indicated as

xe − �xj(t
end
j ) < �vmax

x
vmax
x

amin
x

. (28)

The space headway of the final state, �x
tendj
i , needs to be larger than 0 to guarantee safety, therefore,

xe > �vmax
x

vmax
x

amin
x

. (29)

In the initial state, all vehicles are operated at the desired velocity with the space headway of xe.
Then, the front vehicles start to slow down with the largest deceleration, while the following vehi-
cles still travel with the desired velocity, until the space headway reaches the threshold (pbx,ij)

−1(amin
x ).

(pbx,ij)
−1(a) is the reverse function of pbx,ij with�vx,ij = 0. (pbx,ij)

−1(amin
x ) is the space headway that leads

to the largest deceleration. And the absolute value of the velocity gap�vx,ij meets themaximumvalue
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Figure 10. Result with xe equals to 3. (a) Vehicle trajectories, (b) space headway-t figure, (c) longitudinal velocities figure, and (d)
longitudinal accelerations figure.

when the spaceheadwaymeet (pbx,ij)
−1(amin

x ). Thebehaviours are illustrated in Equations (30) and (31).

�vmax
x = amin

x tcon, (30)

where tcon indicates the time period of vehicle j driving at the constant largest velocity vmax
x after the

deceleration of the front vehicle i.

amin
x tcon2

2
= (pbx,ij)

−1(amin
x ) − xe. (31)

According to Equations (30) and (31), �vmax
x can be indicated as

�vmax
x =

√
2amin

x ((pbx,ij)
−1(amin

x ) − xe). (32)

By introducing Equations (29)–(32), the safety condition can be expressed as

xe > vmax
x

√
2((pbx,ij)

−1(amin
x ) − xe)

amin
x

. (33)

If this condition of Equation (33) is respected, the platoon safety can be guaranteed under the scenario
that the leader has a sharp deceleration from the desired velocity to a full stop. The space headway is
always larger than a positive number, which is further proved in the following numerical experiments,
as shown in Figures 10 and 11. The TTC of two vehicles in the same lane is defined as �x

vj−vj−1
. In the

above two tests, TTC of different vehicles are shown in Figures 10 and 11. TTC are always larger than 5
and 15 s, respectively, in these two tests.
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Figure 11. Result with xe equals to 30. (a) Vehicle trajectories, (b) space headway-t figure, (c) longitudinal velocities figure, and (d)
longitudinal accelerations figure.

3.3. String stability analysis

According to Ward (2009), the string stability can be proved by the following condition:(
∂ax,j(t)

∂vx,j(t)

)2

− ∂ax,j(t)

∂�xj(t)
− ∂ax,j(t)

∂vx,j(t)

∂ax,j(t)

∂�xj(t)
> 0. (34)

To simplify the notation, we define: u = xe + tcvx,j(t) − th�vx,j(t), and k = (tc+th)∗c(j−1)j
m�xj(t)

. Equation (34)

is simplified using u and k, as following(
∂ax,j(t)

∂vx,j(t)

)2

− ∂ax,j(t)

∂�xj(t)
− ∂ax,j(t)

∂vx,j(t)

∂ax,j(t)

∂�xj(t)
= k2ln(u)2 +

(
k(k − 1) + Fmaxk

vmax
x

)
u ln(u)

+ k(k − 1)u ln(u) + k2u ln(u)2

�xj(t)

+
(
3k2 + 2Fmaxk

vmax
x

)
ln(u) + 5k2 − k. (35)

Equation (35) is larger than 0 when u> 1 and k> 1. u> 1 implies the following:

vx,j−1(t) < vx,j(t) + tdvx,j(t) + xe − 1

th
. (36)

This condition can be easily met. Assuming a platoon with the velocity of 10m/s, and tc and th are set
as 0.6 s, xe is 10m. This condition can only be violated if the vehicle in front is faster 25m/s at least than
the following vehicle, which is essentially not a platoon anymore.

k> 1 is ensured when c(j−1)j is large enough, that is,

c(j−1)j >
�xj(t)

th + tc
. (37)

The string stability is guaranteed the conditions of Equations (36) and (37) aremet. As in Figure 10, the
first vehicle has a small disturbance, and the fluctuation is convergent.
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3.4. Traffic flow characteristics

The traffic flow characteristics are important for applying the proposed cooperative vehicle formation
model. We can analytically derive the fundamental diagram of CACC traffic flow, which is of triangular
shape (Zhang et al. 2020). The basic values in the triangular fundamental diagramof the constant time
gap CACCmodel are listed as follows:

kc = 1000
gvf + L

, (38)

qc = 3600
g + L/vf

, (39)

kj = 1000
L

, (40)

where kc is the capacity density, qc is the capacity, kj is the jam density, vf is free speed, g is the time
headway, and L is the length of vehicle. According to the above parameters, the fundamental diagram
is shown in Figure 8.With an increase in density, the flow increases linearly.With g = 0.6 s, the capacity
flow, which is 4500 pcu/h, is reached at the critical density kc, and a higher time headway lead a lower
capacity and a lower critical density kc, as shown in Figure 8. The space-mean between origin and kc is
stable as vf . However, after the density exceeding kc, the volume starts to drop as a curve. And when
thedensitymeets kj, the volumedrops to 0. The speed for anypoint on the curve is defined as the slope
of the line through that point and the origin. Therefore, the traffic flow characteristics of the proposed
cooperative vehicle formationmodel complywith the traffic flow theory. To apply the proposedmodel
at a signalized intersection, the saturation flow shouldbe calculated first using thebase saturation flow
rate and relative adjustment factors (Board 2010). In this proposed algorithm, the saturation flow rate
of the CAV-only lane at an intersection is 4500 pcu/h, which is higher than the realistic saturation flow
(normally less than 2000 pcu/h/lane (Board 2010)).

4. Numerical experiments

In this section, numerical experiments are conducted to demonstrate the workings of the proposed
flock-like model. The experiments are designed in Section 4.1. Then, the experimental results are pre-
sented in Section 4.2, followed by the discussions and conclusions on the experimental results in
Section 4.3.

4.1. Experimental design

The numerical experiments aim to verify the behaviours of the proposed flock-like model. The scenar-
ios aredesigned todemonstrate the typical behaviours of car following, lane changing, platooningand
splitting,which canbe accordingly categorized into longitudinal scenarios, two-dimensional scenarios
and comprehensive scenarios. The longitudinal scenario aims to evaluate the car-following behaviour
within a platoon (see Platoon emergency stopping test in Table 1). The two-dimensional scenarios
are proposed to verify the lane changing, splitting and platoon forming behaviours for an individual
vehicle and further for multiple vehicles (see Single platoon forming test, Multi-platoons forming test,
Single vehicle lane changing test, and Multi-vehicles separation test in Table 1). The comprehensive
scenarios test the performance of forming a single platoon and multiple platoons under the mixed
traffic environment (see Vehicles not in a group form in a platoon test and Vehicles in a group form in
a platoon test in Table 1).

All test scenarios are illustrated in Figure 9. The pink lane in this figure is the CAV dedicated lane,
and vehicles in a same platoon have the same colour. The length of the test road is set as 600m with
the link velocity limitation of 20m/s. An intersection is located on the link at the longitudinal position
of 400m. The numerical study is simulated in MATLAB platform for a period of 30 s.
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Table 1. Numerical experimental design.

Test number Class Scenario Purpose

1 Longitudinal Scenario Platoon emergency stopping Car following in accelerating and decelerating
2 Comprehensive Scenario Single platoon forming Cooperative merging
3 Comprehensive Scenario Multi-platoons forming Management and cooperative merging
4 Comprehensive Scenario Low penetration platoons

forming
Influence of HVs

5 Two-dimensional Scenario Single vehicle lane changing Lane changing with different values of
parameters

6 Two-dimensional Scenario Multi-vehicles separation Lane changing and platoon separation with
different values of parameters

7 Two-dimensional Scenario Vehicles not in a group form in
a platoon

Lane changing and platoon forming with
different values of parameters

8 Two-dimensional Scenario Vehicles in a group form in a
platoon

Lane changing and platoon forming with
different values of parameters

In the numerical experiments, the maximum longitudinal acceleration, the maximum longitudinal
deceleration, themaximum lateral acceleration, themaximum longitudinal velocity and themaximum
lateral velocity are set to be 3, −5, 2m/s2, 20 and 1m/s, respectively.

4.2. Numerical experimental result

For all tests, themodel can run in real-time. In the Platoon emergency stopping test, the car-following
behaviour is shown to be safe by using the ‘emergency stopping’ scenario, as shown in Figure 10.
A platoon composed of five CAVs is proposed to test this scenario. At first, all vehicles travel with the
desired velocity, and the distances between each pair of adjacent vehicles are equal to the equilibrium
distance. The first vehicle has an emergency brake at around 20 s and decelerates until 0m/s, and then
it accelerates to the maximum velocity again, as shown in the V-t subfigure in Figure 10. According to
the safety analysis discussed in Equation (33), safety can be guaranteed if the equilibrium distance is
larger than a threshold value. Different parameter values of xe = 3mand xe = 30mare tested, respec-
tively, and the corresponding trajectories, space headway, velocity and acceleration of vehicles in the
platoon under xe = 3mand xe = 30mare presented in Figures 10 and 11. All vehicles respect the safe
driving requirements, although the minimum gap is smaller than the propagation of the platoon and
the velocity fluctuations are amplified. However, in the space headway-t subfigures of Figures 10 and
11, the minimum gap is finally stable at around 1 and 10m, respectively, in spite of the fluctuating
platoon propagation, which proves the conclusion of Section 3.2 that the final longitudinal gap will
always be larger than a value. And this value can be adjusted by using suitable parameters such as xe.
Additionally, by comparing Figures 10 and 11, it can be found that larger values of xe also lead to larger
minimum space headways, while lower values of xe result in faster convergence.

Hereinafter, the experiments of three scenarios are demonstrated under the mixed traffic envi-
ronment. The platoon forming under a high CAV penetration environment is tested in the first two
scenarios, i.e. the single platoon scenario (Single platoon forming test) and the multi-platoon sce-
nario (Multi-platoons forming test). Seven vehicles composed of five CAVs and twoHVs are initially set
on different lanes of the test link. In the first experiment, the five CAVs form a platoon from different
lanes. The desired velocity of all vehicles is 20m/s. The longitudinal and lateral trajectories are shown
in Figure 12. It is clear that the vehicle sequence is adjusted in this figure, e.g. vehicles 4 and 5 take
over vehicles 2 and 3. Providing CAV exclusive lanes, this performance is beneficial to the improve-
ment in lane utilization under the adaptive control at the urban network. The proposed model can
complete the platoon sequence adjustment around 90m and the platoon formation around 150m to
the adjusting-start-line.

The multi-platoon scenario is tested considering two platoons. Platoon 1 is composed of vehicle 1,
4 and 5, and platoon 2 consists of vehicles 2 and 3. Vehicles 1 and 2 are the leader of platoon 1 and
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Figure 12. Test result of Single platoon forming test.

platoon 2, respectively. The desired velocity of platoon 1 is set to 20m/s, while the desired velocity of
platoon 2 is 18m/s. More than four-lane changing and overtaking behaviours are applied to form pla-
toons. The results of themulti-platoon scenario are shown in Figure 13. The platoon formation finishes
within 150m. HVs keep the initial driving strategy because they are not influenced by the following
CAVs. If CAVs formplatoons passivelywithout lane changing (for instance, formingplatoons according
to the communication range, which is widely used in the existing platoon-based urban traffic control
models (Cooper et al. 2016; Jin et al. 2013)), three platoons are generated, respectively, on their initial
lanes, i.e. vehicle 1, vehicles 3 and 5, and vehicles 2 and 4. In this way, vehicles 4 and 5 cannot reach
the desired velocity, and even no platoon is formed if they have different routes. On the other hand,
if CAVs form platoons passively with considering lane changing, there are still three platoons, that is,
vehicle 1, vehicles 2 and 3, and vehicles 4 and 5. Since vehicle 2 and vehicle 4 are in the same lane, the
platoon composed of vehicles 4 and 5 has to followplatoon 2. Vehicle 4 and vehicle 5 cannot reach the
desired velocity. If they have different routes, vehicle 4 and vehicle 5 possibly have to wait for another
signal cycle to pass the intersection, causing additional travel delay. Through the Single platoon form-
ing test and Multi-platoons forming test, the proposed flock-like model can incorporate the vehicle
sequence adjustment and the reasonable two-dimensional motions, both of which are able to better
utilize the urban temporal-spatial resource under the adaptive control at intersections. To conclude,
the proposed flock-like model has a good performance in the numerical experiments.

In addition, a scenario under a low CAV penetration rate is also tested. The vehicle composition is
5 HVs and 2 CAVs. The test results are shown in Figure 14. The simulation demonstrates that CAVs can
form platoons in a short time (around 10 s) in a low penetration rate.

4.3. Discussion

In this section, an analysis of several numerical experiments is discussed. As mentioned above, the
Platoon emergency stopping test shows that the platoon safety can be guaranteed, and the Single
platoon forming test andMulti-platoons forming test show the value of the proposed algorithm. How-
ever, there are several parameters thatmay influence the performance of the proposed algorithm. The
reasonable parameter ranges still need to be explored. Several two-dimensional scenarios, including
individual vehicle scenarios andmulti-vehicle scenarios, are proposed to explore it (Single vehicle lane
changing test, Multi-vehicles separation test, Vehicles not in a group form in a platoon test, and Vehi-
cles in a group form in a platoon test). The objective of the single-vehicle test (Single vehicle lane
changing test) is to change to the target lane in the vicinity of intersection. The test vehicle is initially
on the right lane, and intends to use the left lane to pass the intersection under appropriate parameter
values. Two-dimensional scenarios ofmulti-vehicle tests are designed to validate platoon forming and
splitting at the intersection, including vehicles from different platoon numbers splitting after passing
the intersection (Multi-vehicles separation test); vehicles from different platoon numbers forming a
platoon before passing the intersection (Vehicles not in a group form in a platoon test); and vehicles
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Figure 13. Test result of multi-platoons forming test.

Figure 14. Test result of low penetration platoons forming test.

fromthe sameplatoonnumber formingaplatoonat the link (Vehicles in agroup form inaplatoon test).
Parameters such as height h, friction f and attraction strength cij will influence the above-mentioned
scenarios. For scenarios considering vehicles from different platoon numbers (Multi-vehicles separa-
tion test and vehicles not in a group form in a platoon test), the platoon forming and splitting are
dominatedby pcj , which transforms these scenarios into the single-vehicle lateral scenario (Single vehi-
cle lane changing test). As for vehicles in a group form in a platoon test, vehicleswith the samenumber
of platoon or class are required to form a platoon, and pbij dominates the platoon formation. Thus, the
critical parameter is the attraction strength cij . Single vehicle lane changing test, Multi-vehicles sepa-
ration test, Vehicles not in a group form in a platoon test, and Vehicles in a group form in a platoon test
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Figure 15. Reasonable range of minimum attraction strength. (a) Vehicles in adjacent lane and (b) vehicles separated by one lane.

show that the proposed model can generate reasonable behaviours under the reasonable parameter
ranges. According to the Single vehicle lane changing test, Multi-vehicles separation test, and Vehi-
cles not in a group form in a platoon test, both height h and friction f can influence the performance
of the model, and the reasonable ranges are h ∈ [110, 150] and f ∈ [1, 4]. As for Vehicles in a group
form in a platoon test, theminimum attraction strength cij in the platoon forming scenario is explored
under the reasonable ranges ofh and f, as shown in Figure 15. Both the situation of vehicles locating on
adjacent lanes and the situation that two vehicles are separated by one lane are tested. Theminimum
attraction strength cij increases with the growth of height h and friction f. Since larger vehicle gaps
lead to larger attractions, the minimum attraction strength cij of vehicles in the adjacent lane is larger
than theminimum attraction strength cij of vehicles separated by one lanewith same values of height
h and friction f, as shown in Figure 15. If vehicles are separated by more than one lane, the minimum
attraction strength cij will be much smaller. Suitable value of the minimum attraction strength cij can
be selected according to the number of lanes, height h and friction f.

5. Conclusion

This paper presents a flock-like two-dimensional model for cooperative vehicle groups. This model
describes platoon formation process with flocking principles under the mixed traffic environment of
CAVs andHVs. Themodel can be applied to situationswhere formation instructions are given by traffic
controllers or as self-organizing processes based on vehicle classes. The potential filed theory is the
basis of the model and some rules are added for better adapting to realistic scenarios. The potential
field is composed of the inter-vehicle potential field and the cross-section potential field.

The mathematical properties of the model are examined. The car-following behaviour is shown
to respect the rational car-following behaviour. The safety of the proposed model is also analysed
and verified under an emergency braking scenario. Seven numerical experiments are designed to test
the performance of the proposed model, and the reasonable ranges of parameters in the flock-like
model are explored. In the longitudinal scenarios, the safety of CAV platoon is mainly considered and
proved. As for the two-dimensional scenarios, the platoon formation and the split behaviours labelled
with different platoon numbers or classes in the vicinity of the intersection are tested, in addition to
the platoon formation behaviour of vehicles with the same platoon number or class. The simulation
results show that theproposedmodel canmimic theplatoonoperation in awide rangeofmanoeuvres,
including normal car-following, emergency braking, platoon merging and splitting in mixed traffic.

This paper explores platoon operations in the mixed traffic of CAVs and HVs. Further research is
directed to integrate the traffic control algorithm with the proposed platoon dynamics model. The
behaviours of human drivers and the trajectory planning of CAVs can be improved in the future. Addi-
tionally, the impact of the platoon formation model on traffic operations can be assessed in terms of
capacity and safety.
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